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(Disclaimer) 
 

This document is intended to serve as a guideline for installation of Pangaea® Natural Stone
Thin Stone Veneers only. The use of these guidelines with respect to other veneer types and

installation methods is not recommended. Pangaea® Natural Stone Inc. takes no responsibility
for any installation or installer which references this manual for any other type of veneer

system.
 

The information and recommendations made herein are based on RMMI’s research, ASTM,
Marble Institute of America, BSI Installation Guide 2010 and the expe rience of its members

and affiliates. The information contained in this document is believed to be accurate and
relevant. Due to the    nature of building codes and standards, information in this manual is

subject to change. Pangaea® Natural Stone Inc. assumes no respon sibility in errors or 
 omissions contained  in the  information provide d by such codes and standards. It is the

responsibility of the installer to review and execute all local building codes and standards as
they take precedent over this document.

 
This document should only be used as a guideline alongside applicable building codes and
standards. Check with local authorities for  code requirements before proceeding with your

installation. Building code requirements may vary by City, State/Province. 
 

This document is to be used as a guideline for competent and experienced installers of adhered
natural stone veneers. Pangaea®  Natural Stone Inc. takes no responsibility for the integrity

and stability of any adhered installation of natural stone veneers. Installers of adhered veneers
following and referencing this guideline assume all liability for the installation of the adhered

veneer system. 
 

The drawings and details in this document are intended to be used for illustration purposes
only. They are not to be used as scale representations or details to be used in technical

drawings or designs. 



THE PANGAEA® DIFFERENCE

You will notice things that make us very different from others in the industry. We are obsessed with
problem solving. All of the value-added benefits that you will find in our products and packaging, have
been created with intent. Our intention is to maximize the benefit of the customer experience. We continue
to meticulously analyze and constantly strive to improve all the processes and procedures from the
quarrying of our raw materials to job site installation. Purposeful action is continually taken to improve
product performance, reduce material waste, mindful product packaging, environmental conscience
manufacturing and community outreach and social programs. Our mission is to provide you with a product
that is passionately and mindfully produced with consistency and predictability.
 
What makes our products consistent and predictable has been many years of listening to you [our customer]
and meticulously evolving our natural stone products to emulate the precise needs of our customers. We
continually strive to set new industry benchmarks for consistency and predictability. Many of the value
added features and benefits we provide are noted below. Please digest the information thoroughly so you
can take complete advantage and maximize the benefits of using Pangaea® Natural Stone Thin Veneers.
Thank you for your support and we welcome any feedback at info@pangaeanaturalstone.com 

WE DON'T SELL POTATO CHIPS
Nothing is worse than the anticipation of opening up a bag of delicious savory salt and vinegar potato chips
and finding the bag half empty. Doh! Because we don’t sell potato chips, we ensure that you get the exact
quantity every time. We call this the Power of 22™. 

The Power of 22™ means you received 22% additional stone coverage in each layer compared to other
producers in our industry. 10% of the 22% is achieved with dry stacking layers with minimal spacing
between each of the columns and rows of stone. The balance of the 12% additional coverage is achieved
through our cutting, tooling, and trimming process prior to fitting. When stones are packed after they have
been shaped, this provides accurate coverage, increases installation efficiency, reduces on-site waste and
material handling.
We make sure you don’t run short so you don’t have the potato chip blues.  

NOTE:
Power of 22™ does not apply to Fieldstones due to the irregular shapes of the stone. However, great care
and attention is paid to packaging Fieldstones as tightly as possible to ensure proper yield.

In order to achieve the highest attainable material yield, “fillers” may be used from time to time in layers
during packaging to fill small voids or cavities. “Fillers” are not meant to meet material specifications. 
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EASY AS 1, 2, 3
Pangaea® Natural Stone Inc. packages all of its thin stone veneers by square foot and not by weight. Each
layer in every crate can easily be identified for its quantity, quality and character. It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3!

NO EXCUSES
You get what you pay for, each and every time. All of our veneer flats are packaged in 10sqft layers
and each layer is denoted by a layer number. Crates of veneer flats are labelled from layer 1 (bottom
layer) to layer 20 (top layer). For example; layer 17 denotes that there are 170sqft remaining in that
particular crate (17th layer x 10 sqft per layer = 170sqft.). Any crate can be checked for accuracy
instantaneously via our packaging and labeling methodology. NO gaps, NO spaces, NO excuses! 

Note: We execute the same level of attention to detail to our corner packaging and our RockPak®
boxes. Corners are meticulously measured for accuracy and placed into crates and RockPak® boxes.  

LOSERS DON'T MAKE THE CUT...LITERALLY
Natural stone veneers are not built equally. We are constantly problem solving and hand selecting the
winners. The winners get cut, tooled, trimmed and fit into each layer. The losers are recycled and don’t make
the cut.

 GET A GRIP WITH PANGAEA®'S PROPRIETARY GRIPSET® TECHNOLOGY
Increase your installation speed. Reduce time on the wall.  GripSet® addresses this very issue. 
 GripSet®  is our proprietary technology developed for the ease and efficiency of installation.
GripSet® creates a non-slip surface on the back of Pangaea® Natural Stone thin veneers. GripSet®
reduces installation time by reducing bonding time, increasing bonding strength and mitigates the
chances of bonding failures. You're welcome!

DO YOU SUFFER FROM MONOCHROMACY?
We had to look up the definition too. This means you are color blind. When it comes to Pangaea®
Natural Stone Veneers, you never have to worry if you are color compromised, because we do it all
for you. Each layer in every crate is accurately color blended to reflect the color range in the stone.
You don’t have to go through the painstaking effort of laying out the material and trying to blend
both color and sizes. Oh, did we mention we also blend sizes? Yes, we’ve got you covered!   

DUST IS NOT OUR FRIEND
We work in a dusty manufacturing environment. As hard as we try to keep our stones clean and free
of dust, it is not always possible. For best results, we recommend all our stones be cleaned with a wet
sponged or washed and allowed to dry prior to installation. We understand that this may be a pain,
but it will yield the best possible results. Remember, no pain no gain.
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ESTIMATING STONE REQUIREMENTS FOR VERTICAL SURFACES:
 

Calculate the total square footage of flat stones required by multiplying the width x height of the area to be
covered. Deduct the square footage for openings such as doors & windows. Calculate the linear footage of
outside corners. Add additional stone to allow for cutting & trimming if required.

FORMULA: 
 

To calculate square footage (sq.ft.) of flat wall area:
 

Length x Height= Wall Area
 

SUBTRACT
 

Opening Width x Opening Height= Opening Area
 

EQUALS Total Sq.Ft. of Pangaea® Natural Stone Thin Veneer Flats
 
 
 

To calculate Lineal feet (L.ft.) of corners:
 

L.Ft. of Corners Required X .5 = Wall Area Covered by Corners
 

Wall Area - Opening Area - Wall Area Covered by Corners = Sq.Ft. Flats Required
 

 

An additional percentage of stone may be required to allow for cutting and trimming.

Pangaea Natural Stone Thin Veneers are inherently durable and are suited for exterior use.
Pangaea Natural Stone materials have shown a history of successful resistance to all weather
conditions and are backed by comprehensive third-party ASTM testing. Information included in
these guidelines is intended for use with Pangaea Natural Stone Thin Veneers only.
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Concrete/Concrete Block/Cementitious Stucco 

Concrete/Concrete Block/Stucco needs to be clean and in its original, untreated condition. If the surface has
been treated, light sandblasting or water blasting can be used to restore the wall to a smooth, clean surface.
Remove all form-release agents, dust, etc., that may inhibit the mortar bond. Alternately, you can securely
attach metal lath to the wall every 6" on center and apply a scratch coat of mortar 3/8"-3/4" thick. Use a
toothed scraper, notched trowel or small piece of lath to lightly rake horizontal grooves in the scratch coat.
Allow the scratch coat to cure for a minimum of 24 hours before installing adhered veneer.

PREPARING THE BACKUP SURFACE FOR MORTAR APPLICATION
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1. Apply sheathing over the studs. Sheathing can be exterior OSB, plywood, exterior grade drywall,
wallboard or cementitious board.

2. Staple the building paper to the sheathing. Attach the building paper in horizontal strips. Start at the
bottom and overlap 2" (like shingles). Overlap the vertical joints by at least 6". If using flashing or
support brackets (anchors), install them before proceeding to the next step.

3. Screw, staple or nail the metal lath to the studs. Only the screws that attach to the studs are counted
to meet code requirements. Overlap the metal lath at least 1 /2" for horizontal and 1" for vertical joints.
At corners, overlap the vertical joints at least 16" around the corner to avoid corner cracking. Use
barbed galvanized nails at 6"o.c. vertically for exterior work or steel wire furring nails at 4"o.c. for
interior work. Minimum nail penetration is 1" into the studs. For steel studs, the lath must be anchored
with corrosion resistant screws that have a minimum shank diameter of 0.136". 

4. Apply a scratch coat that is 3/8" to 1 /2" thick over and embedded into the metal lath. Use a toothed
scraper, notched trowel or small piece of lath to lightly rake horizontal grooves in the scratch coat.
Allow the scratch coat to cure for a minimum of 24 hours before installing adhered stone.

Metal or Wood Stud Backup
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MORTAR APPLICATION AND STONE PLACEMENT

STARTING POINT
If beginning from the bottom, use a straight-edge and start 4" above soil or 2" above concrete to keep moisture
from being absorbed from the ground. If your wall requires corner pieces, place these stones first. After your
corner pieces are in place you can continue with the placement of the stones in the field. 

MORTAR APPLICATION 
At the beginning of the workday, sponge or hose down the entire surface of the wall. This keeps the moisture
from the wet mortar from being absorbed by the wall. Remoisten your work area with a fog spray or wet brush
every hour. You want your work area to be damp, but not wet. 
Using a trowel, apply mortar 3/8" to 3/4" thick to your work area. Push the mortar layer directly onto the backup
wall (for concrete/concrete block/stucco) or into the scratch coat (for studs) with firm pressure on the trowel.
Keep your work area limited to 10 square feet, so the mortar on the wall will not set before you can place the
stones.

SETTING STONES 
Before setting absorptive stones like Pangaea® Sandstones and some Pangaea® Schists, you should mist or
brush the back of the stone with water to make it damp, but not wet. Do not pre-wet dense Pangaea Granites or
other stones such as Pangaea Limestones with less than 1 % absorption. Natural stones do not absorb much
water and a saturated stone will not adhere well to the mortar. 
Just before placing the stone, cover 100% of the back of the stone with 1/2" of mortar. Place a slight excess of
mortar at the edges of the stone. This will allow some mortar to squeeze out the stone edges and fill the joints
when pressure is applied. Once the stone has been firmly pressed into the mortar bed, gently tap the stone with a
soft mallet to set it in place. Be careful not to tap too hard. Some stud systems may be flexible and setting
adjacent stones by tapping may dislodge a stone. Do not disturb or tap the stone after it has been set. The
resulting total mortar thickness behind the stone should be between 3/8" and 1 1/4". 

JOINT WIDTH 
Proper joint width depends on the type of stone being used and the desired appearance. For wide joints, more
mortar may need to be placed on the back of the stone. For thin joints, less mortar may be used. Be aware that
increasing the amount of mortar on the back of the stone unit increases the possibility of mortar droppings on the
stones below it. This also adds extra weight, which may cause the stones to be too heavy and fall off the wall.
Make sure to keep your joints uniform in width. If your joints are greater than 1/2" in width, shrinkage cracks
may develop within the joint.
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CUTTING AND TRIMMING STONES 
When placing a stone, try to find one that looks like a good fit with its neighbor. Some of these stones may still
need to be trimmed to fit neatly and maintain uniform joint widths. To cut the stone, use a handheld grinder with
a diamond cutting wheel or a chisel and hammer. We generally recommend a rougher cut, therefore you would
score the back of the stone with the grinder and then use the hammer to break the unwanted piece. After the
stone has been cut and trimmed, use a sponge or brush to assure that all grinding residue and dust have been
removed.

GROUTING AND FINISHING JOINTS 
After the stone is in place and has set for 24 hours, return and fill the joints using a pointing tool or grout bag.
The final join finish helps the wall resist moisture penetration. Tool the joint using a concave joint tool to
compress and smooth the joints for maximum water resistance. Rough cut or raked joints will not be as water
resistant as tooled joints. Brush away any crumbles or mortar tags after tooling the joint. We do not recommend
installing stone veneer with open joints outdoors in climates with freeze/thaw weather cycles. Dry stack
installation can be used for interior installations or warm climates where it does not freeze.

CLEAN UP AT THE END OF THE DAY 
At the end of the workday, gently brush mortar smears off the stone veneer. Do not use aggressive high pressure
cleaning methods or cleaning solutions such as muriatic acid. Muriatic acid may etch or discolor the surface of
the stone veneer due to the presence of carbon. Natural stone veneers are resistant to many chemicals, but some
types of cleaners may damage the surface and may reduce the bond strength. Basic mild detergent /soap and
water is enough to clean the surface of your stone. 

WORKMANSHIP
 

Installation of adhered natural stone veneer is relatively straightforward, but requires an experienced tradesman
with a keen eye to fit the stones in an attractive pattern. 
Important workmanship issues to consider include:

• Complete mortar bedding at the back of the stone is essential. Even small voids can collect water over time,
leading to premature failure.
• Mortar joints need to be full and well-tooled, without voids or cracks that may let water into the wall. Dry stack
patterns are not recommended for exterior use in harsh environments with lots of freeze/thaw cycles.
• Mortar joint widths should be fairly uniform. Wide joints are likely to develop shrinkage cracks. Narrow joints
are difficult to fill properly.
• The bond pattern should be very well thought out. Avoid the use of occasional large or very small stones or
thin vertical stone pieces in the field. The final product should have the appearance of load-bearing masonry, for
several typical stone patterns such as Castlestone, Ledgestone, Quarry Ledgestone®, etc..
• Avoid continuous vertical and horizontal mortar joints that cross multiple stone units at one time.
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INTERIOR USES
Most interior stone veneer installations are not exposed to moisture, so you do not need to take steps to prevent
water penetration. For dry interior applications, thin stone can be adhered to the backup wall using mortar or
special epoxy adhesives approved for thin stone applications. In these installations, the weather resistant barrier
is no longer needed. 
The acceptable types of backup walls for interior applications are:
• Concrete
• Concrete Masonry Units (CMU)
• Brick
• Cementitious Board over studs Cement board may be used in place of lath and scratch coat. When used,
cement board must com ply with ASTM C1325 and must also be evaluated for interior or exterior use in
accordance with ICC-ES AC376 based on the desired applications. Do not use conventional mortars (Type S or
N) with cement board installations. When using cement board, only modified mortars complying with ANSI
A118.4 or ANSI A118.15 should be used as the setting bed mortar. Apply a thin bed of adhesive over these
backup walls using the flat side of the trowel. Then apply an additional coat of adhesive using the notched side
of the trowel. You can now place the stone. If needed, cover the back of the stone with adhesive to achieve
correct coverage and bedding. Once the stone has been firmly pressed into the adhesive bed, use a soft rubber
mallet to set the stone. The resulting total adhesive thickness behind the stone should be a minimum of 1/4".

For exterior applications, joints in cement board should be treated per manufacturer’s recommendations with
modified  mortars meeting ANSI A118.4 or ANSI A118.15 and 4” wide alkali-resistant fiberglass mesh tape.
Refer to ASTM C1780 and manufacturer recommendations for additional details on cement board  installations.

MORTAR/ ADHESIVE PROS AND CONS

TYPE N VS. TYPE S MORTAR
• Type N is a good all-around mortar choice for most applications. In hot weather applications, it performs better
and overall, it is easier to use.
• Type S has a stronger bond, but with this increased bond strength comes an increase in possible shrinkage and
cracking. Type S may be required by some building codes, especially in seismic areas.

PORTLAND-CEMENT-LIME (PCL) VS. MASONRY CEMENT (MC)
• PCL has a stronger bond and should be used whenever possible.
• MC has better workability, which many masons prefer, but it has a weaker bond strength due to its high air
content. It also retains less water, which can result in rapid mortar dry-out when used in hot weather.
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MORTAR BONDING AGENTS
Bonding agents are added to mortar to increase its bond strength. They are normally not required if correct
application procedures are followed. Some installers will use bonding agents for additional "insurance" and to
avoid call-backs. Be extra careful to keep the wall clean if you use these high bond mortars. Bonding agent
residue or excess are difficult to clean off once they cure. Talk with your stone supplier for recommended
bonding agents for your stone. 
Adding a bonding agent to your mortar may be advantageous in the following applications:
• Soffits or other overhead uses.
• When placing non-absorptive, high-density stones (such as granite or marble) with smooth cut surfaces.

STRUCTURAL BACKUP WALL
Pangaea Natural Stone Veneers are an attractive wall covering, but it is the structural backup behind the stone
veneer that does all the work in resisting loads. According to section 6.3.2.3 of the MSJC, the backup wall may
be wood framing, steel framing, concrete block, or poured in place concrete. 
With adhered applications, the stone veneer will move with the backup wall as the structure responds to loads,
temperature variations, and soil settlement. Natural stone veneer is relatively stiff , and is well-matched to a
concrete block or poured in place concrete backup system. Wood and steel framing, on the other hand, are
relatively flexible. Choosing a stiff backup structure can help to prevent future cracking of the adhered veneer.
Wood framing is particularly susceptible to movement as the wood swells during damp periods, and shrinks
when it dries. 
Narrow cracks in the mortar may appear over time as the backup wall moves. Water that gets in these cracks can
cause premature failure. Slight cracks that appear due to this movement usually do not threaten the integrity of
the stone veneer, but the cracks should be pointed with new mortar to keep moisture out of the wall system.
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SPECIAL CHALLENGES
 

WALL CAPS
Wall caps require special attention. The many exposed mortar joints at the top of a wall are prone to moisture
penetration, hastening deterioration of the cap. To keep water from running down into the wall under the cap,
use through-wall flashing with weep holes directly beneath the wall cap. Even better, use a precast concrete or
monolithic stone cap.

DEFLECTION LIMITS
Although Pangaea® Natural Stone Veneers are not expected to carry structural loads, it is an inherently stiff
material. When installed over stud framing, Pangaea® Stone Veneer can actually be much stiffer than the
backing material used for structural support. With adhered applications, the stone veneer will move with the
backup wall as the structure responds to loads, temperature variations, and structural movement. Some
applications of adhered stone veneer over conventional wood or steel stud frame construction have experienced
cracking due to deflection of the stud wall. 
The relatively stiff natural stone veneer is well-matched to a concrete block or poured in place concrete backup.
Wood and steel framing, however, are relatively flexible. Wood framing is particularly susceptible to movement
as the wood swells during damp periods and shrinks when it dries. Designers of steel and wood stud backup
systems should consider backup stiffness in their design and use heavier studs or a tighter stud spacing to reduce
the potential for veneer cracking. 

While the MSJC code does not contain stiffness requirements for the backup wall, there are a number of
recommendations from industry groups about how much to limit deflection of the backup to reduce cracking:

• IBC Table 1604.3 asks for L/240 for walls supporting brittle materials like adhered veneer
• The Tile Council of America asks for L/360 in the back-up wall.
• The Metal Lath/Steel Framing Association also asks for a stiffness ratio of L/360.
• The Brick Industry Association recommends a deflection limit of L/600 to L/720 for brick veneer tied to a steel
backup.
• NCMA TEK 3-68 references IBC 1405.9.1.1 for interior veneer supported by wood construction: "the wood
backup must be designed for a maximum of the backing, which can cause veneer cracking or loss of adhesion."
• The Cast Stone Institute publication titled 'The Difference between Cast Stone and Adhered
Manufactured Stone Masonry Veneer (September 16, 2008) states that "Choosing a stiff backup structure (L/600
to L/1000) is required to prevent future cracking of the adhered veneer."
•The Building Stone Institute Bulletin, The Art of Deflection (November 2009) recommends that you limit
deflection to L/1000. This advice is based on the fact that adhered veneer is not as thick as anchored veneer. The
more conservative deflection limit protects future occupants from the risk of falling stones and eliminates the
redundancy of mechanical anchors.
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OVERSIZED WINDOW SILLS 
MSJC 6.3.2.1 limits the thickness of all adhered masonry veneer to 2-5/8" deep, measured horizontally as
installed. Any stone that is deeper than this limit exerts an eccentric load on the wall that exceeds the capacity of
the bonding mortar to hold it in place. If it is deeper than 2-5/8", it needs to be installed as a piece of anchored
veneer. 
Window sills are often fashioned from pieces of wall stone, installed horizontally instead of vertically. These
sills often measure more than the code-allowed depth. They must have their gravity loads supported by steel
angles. These angles do not need to be continuous, nor do they need to be particularly hefty. They are not
holding up much weight. The clip angles do, however, need to be large enough to support 2/3 of the depth of the
sill. A clip angle at each end of each piece of sill stone should suffice. 
Have your project engineer design the clip size, spacing, and its anchorage to the backup structure.

FLASHING/WATER PENETRATION
Masonry veneers are water-resistant, not waterproof, no matter how well they are built. They do a good job of
resisting moisture penetration, but require a moisture-resistant covering at the face of the backup wall to prevent
water damage. Install building paper as a moisture barrier on top of the sheathing over wood or steel stud walls.
Some regions may require drainage mats or 10mm P.T. wood strapping. Concrete block and poured-in-place
concrete are both sufficiently water-resistant. They require no moisture barrier. Use flashing at the base of walls,
at sills, and under wall caps to direct any moisture to the exterior face of the wall.

WATER REPELLENTS
Most natural stone veneer applications are inherently weather-resistant and do not need treatment over time.
There are some instances, however, when water repellent treatments will help the wall resist moisture
penetration and staining. It may be wise to apply water repellent at areas that are prone to constant wetting, such
as at the base of walls, sills, and caps. Be sure to use a breathable water repellent with a silane or siloxane base.
These products penetrate into the surface of the veneer to shed water, while allowing water vapor from within
the wall to escape. Avoid elastomeric or acrylic sealers that form a film at the wall surface. Non-breathable films
can actually trap water in the wall, leading to long-term damage.

EFFLORESCENCE
Efflorescence is a white, powdery deposit that sometimes appears on the face of masonry walls. Natural stone
rarely shows this chalky deposit while manufactured stone, which is made using cement, is very absorbent and
often shows efflorescence. You may see a slight efflorescence from the mortar joints if the veneer is installed in
an area that occasionally gets saturated. 
Efflorescence normally is not harmful but serves as an indicator of excessive moisture exposure. Remove
powdery deposits by brushing; harder carbonate deposits may require scrubbing with a weak acid dissolved in
water. Eliminate the source of the moisture and efflorescence will not recur. 
De-icing salts are a common cause of efflorescence, scaling, and corrosion of metal lath. Efflorescence may arise
in the splash zone, or at the entry to a building; stone can wick salt-rich moisture from adjacent sidewalks or
paving areas. 11



DURABILITY AND MAINTENANCE
Natural stone has very low absorption, high strength, and excellent resistance to weathering, and it will give you
long-lasting performance if you follow a few simple guidelines:
• Keep excess moisture from saturating the wall. Adjust landscape sprinklers, downspouts, etc., to prevent water
from constantly wetting the wall.
• Periodically remove any vegetation such as ivy or moss.
• Clean with a gentle water spray to remove dust and dirt. If you have stains, graffiti, or other serious cleaning
issues, use gentle methods to avoid damaging the mortar and stone. Talk to your local stone supplier for the best
recommendations on cleaning solutions. Test any cleaning solution on a small area to check for results.
• Cracks may appear over time as the building shifts and settles. Repaint cracks with new mortar to restore the
wall's natural weather resistance.

See Table 1 for natural and manufactured stone property comparisons.
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INSTALLING OVER RIGID INSULATION
In attempting to achieve good thermal performance many designers are calling for a continuous layer of rigid
insulation in exterior walls. In fact, some building codes require it. The codes do not specify where you must
install this layer of insulation. We suggest that you add the rigid insulation to the inside face of the wall if you
are using adhered stone for the exterior veneer. If you install the rigid insulation board between the sheathing
and the stone veneer, it can destabilize the structure of the wall. Insulation is not really all that rigid. 
Some manufacturers have recommended applying adhered stone veneer to metal lath installed directly over rigid
insulation, using rigid insulation in lieu of sheathing. We do not endorse this approach. In our opinion, rigid
insulation is too compressible to be a suitable substrate for adhered veneer. If you lean a ladder against the wall,
the point load at the top of the ladder can crack the stone veneer if the substrate behind it compresses from the
pressure. 
Rigid foam board cannot transfer the weight of the adhered stone veneer directly to the stud backup or
foundation. It must rely on the fasteners that pass through the insulation and attach to the studs to transfer these
loads. The addition of the foam introduces a bending component to the fasteners that is not present when lath is
attached directly to the studs. The thicker the layer of foam, the more extreme the bending component will be. If
such an installation cannot be avoided, consult an engineer to design appropriate lath anchors in order to avoid
sagging or racking that can produce cracks in the veneer.

SCUFFING
Since natural stone is a homogeneous material, the color is consistent throughout the stone. It is much less prone
to scrapes and scuff as than manufactured stone that has a thin, pigmented exterior. For small scrapes and scuffs,
try simple cleaning or scrubbing to hide the scuff. You can also use a hammer and chisel to resurface the stone,
restoring the original surface texture.

RETAINING WALLS
Stone veneers used to face retaining walls, around swimming pools, and in the splash zone near roadways will
all need special care in detailing and installation. Provide adequate drainage and damp- proofing.

MOVEMENT JOINTS
Natural stone is relatively stable and will not move of its own accord. All buildings move slightly over time in
response to applied loads, foundation settlement, traffic vibrations, and changes in temperature and humidity.
This movement can sometimes cause cracks to appear in the veneer unless movement joints are incorporated
into the design.

Typical locations for movement joints include:
•Near building corners
• At window and door openings (use a movement joint at one side of an opening 6 to 12 feet wide; openings over 12 feet
wide need a joint at each jamb)
• Where the stone veneer meets another material such as siding or stucco
• About 35 feet on center for large walls without openings
Movement joints should be flexible. Leave a 3/8" gap through the veneer and fill with backer rod and sealant.
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BUILDING CODE AND MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
 

Adhered natural stone veneer can be installed using a variety of methods for exterior and interior walls. The
installation methods recommended in this Guide have proven to be sound and effective in the severe weathering
climate of Colorado. 
Shown in the next few sections are examples of common installation methods based on requirements of the 2009
International Building Code (IBC) which references the requirements of the Masonry Standards Joint Committee
(MSJC), 2008 edition. This standard includes Building Code Requirements for Masonry Structures, TMS 402-
08/ACI 530-08/ASCE 5-08 and Specification for Masonry Structures, TMS 602-08/ ACI 530.1-08/ ASCE6-08.
Since standards, codes, and conditions vary and are sometimes contradictory, contact your local Masonry
Institute or building department to determine which method is best for your climate and your project.

WEATHER-RESISTIVE BARRIER 
(Only required for Steel or Wood Studs with Sheathing for Exterior Uses) 
2009 IBC, paragraph 1403.2 -All weather-exposed surfaces need a weather-resistive barrier behind the exterior
veneer that will provide a barrier to moisture penetration. According to the Commentary to the Code, this
assembly has three parts: "a water-resistive barrier installed over the substrate; flashings at penetrations and
terminations of the exterior wall finish and a means of draining moisture that may penetrate the finish back to the
exterior". The Commentary states that this drainage plane may be "as complicated as a rain-screen pressure
equalized type of exterior assembly or as simple as providing discontinuities or gaps between the surface of the
substrate and the back side of the finish, such as through the use of non corrodible furring.”
TMS 402-08/ACI 530-08/ASCE 5-08 -Exterior Veneer is required to have a backing system that resists water
penetration. This means that the exterior sheathing needs to be covered with a water-resistant membrane unless
the sheathing is water-resistant and the joints are sealed. 

METAL LATH AND FASTENERS 
2009 IBC 2510.4 -Corrosion Resistance -Metal lath and lath attachments shall be of corrosion-resistant material.
The type and weight of metal lath, gage and spacing of wire in welded or woven lath, the spacing of supports,
and the methods of attachment are given in the ASTM Standards referenced in IBC Tables 2506.2 and 2507.2
(see pg. 16 of this Guide). 

1 "Corrosion-resistant" are materials that are inherently rust resistant or materials to which an approved rust resistant
coating has been applied either before or after forming or fabrication. 
For galvanizing requirements, see ASTM A 153 Specification for Zinc Coating (Hot-Dip) on Iron and Steel Hardware. 
ASTM C 1063 -Lath shall be applied with the long dimension at right angles to the supports, unless otherwise specified.
(Section 7 .10.1.2) 
Metal lath shall be lapped ½ in. at the sides (horizontal joints), or nest the edge ribs. Lap metal lath 1 in. at ends (vertical
joints). Wire lath shall be lapped one mesh at sides and ends. Where end laps occur between the framing members, the
ends of the sheets of all types of lath shall be laced or wire tied with 0.0475 in. galvanized, annealed steel wire. (Section
7.8.2) 
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TMS 402-08/ACI 530-08/ASCE 5-08 -Backing shall provide a continuous, moisture-resistant surface to receive
the adhered veneer. 
Backing is permitted to be concrete block, concrete, or metal lath and Portland cement plaster applied to
masonry, concrete, steel framing, or wood framing. 
(See pg. 16 Table 2 Screws, Nails and Staples for attaching Gypsum Lath to Horizontal and Vertical Wood
Supports, and Table 3 Types and Weights of Metal Plaster Bases and Corresponding Maximum Permissible
spacing of Supports)

MORTAR 
2009 IBC 
1405.10 - Adhered masonry veneer - Adhered masonry veneer shall comply with the applicable requirements
in 1405.10.1 and Sections 6.1 and 6.3 of ACI 530/ ASCE 5/ TMS 402. 
TMS 402-08/ACI 530-08/ASCE 5-08 
6.3.2.4 - Adhesion developed between adhered veneer units and backing shall have shear strength of at least
50 psi based on gross unit surface area when tested in accordance with ASTM C 482, or shall be adhered in
compliance with Article 3.3 C of ACI 530.1 / ASCE 6/TMS 602. 
ACI 530.1/ASCE 6/TMS 602
3.3 C. Placing adhered veneer 
1. Brush a paste of neat Portland cement on the backing and on the back of the veneer unit.
2. Apply Type S mortar to the backing and to the veneer unit.
3. Tap the veneer unit into place, completely filling the space between the veneer unit and the backing.
Sufficient mortar shall be used to create a slight excess to be forced out between the edges of the veneer
units. The resulting thickness of the mortar in back of the veneer unit shall not be less than 3/8" nor more
than 1 ¼ ".
4. Tool the mortar joint with a round jointer when the mortar is thumbprint hard.
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STONE DIMENSION AND AREA RESTRICTIONS 
TMS 402-08/ACI 530-08/ASCE 5-08 (paragraph 6.3.2.1.) The maximum thickness of adhered veneer units is
2-5/8" (measured horizontally as installed). No side of the veneer unit can exceed 36 inches in length and the
overall face area of the stone unit may not be greater than 5 ft2 (0.465Sqm.). Adhered veneer units may not
weigh more than 15 pounds per square foot (6.8 kg/sqft).
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